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Abstract Seven lunar crater sites of granular avalanches are studied utilizing high-resolution images
(0.42–1.3 m/pixel) from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera; one, in Kepler crater, is examined in
detail. All the sites are slopes of debris extensively aggraded by frictional freezing at their dynamic angle of
repose, four in craters formed in basaltic mare and three in the anorthositic highlands. Diverse styles of mass
wasting occur, and three types of dry-debris flow deposit are recognized: (1) multiple channel-and-lobe type,
with coarse-grained levees and lobate terminations that impound finer debris, (2) single-surge polylobate
type, with subparallel arrays of lobes and fingers with segregated coarse-grained margins, and (3)
multiple-ribbon type, with tracks reflecting reworked substrate, minor levees, and no coarse terminations. The
latter type results from propagation of granular erosion-deposition waves down slopes dominantly of fine
regolith, and it is the first recognized natural example. Dimensions, architectures, and granular segregation
styles of the two coarse-graineddeposit types are like those formed in natural and experimental avalanches on
Earth, although the timescale of motion differs due to the reduced gravity. Influences of reduced gravity and
fine-grained regolith on dynamics of granular flow and deposition appear slight, but we distinguish, for the
first time, extensive remobilization of coarse talus by inundationwith finer debris. The (few) sites showno clear
difference attributable to the contrasting mare basalt and highland megaregolith host rocks and their
fragmentation. This lunar study offers a benchmarking of deposit types that can be attributed to formation
without influence of liquid or gas.

Plain Language Summary The Moon is a large-scale natural laboratory where surface processes
occur without the presence of atmosphere or liquid, making it a relatively accessible analogue of other airless
rocky bodies in our Solar System. Recently very high resolution images (~0.5 meters-per-pixel) of the Moon
havebeen taken fromorbit, allowing forournewstudyof lunaravalanches tobetterunderstandplanetarymass
wasting processes. Our work focuses on seven impact crater sites from across the Moon. We compared our
findings with avalanche deposits found on Earth, and with the results from laboratory experiments, to detect
differences and understand lunar processes. We find that reduced gravity on the Moon does not affect the
morphology of the avalanche deposits, although the timescale of motion is longer on theMoon. We identify a
new type of avalanche deposit that has never been seen naturally ’in the field’ on Earth, and that has only
recently been discovered and understood from small-scale laboratory experiments. This new type of flow
produces long and narrow ribbons ofmaterial formed fromgranular erosion-depositionwaves that propagate
down slopes dominated by fine-grained particles. The extremely long runout of flows on the Moon results
fromtheexistenceofvery longslopesclose to thematerial angleof stable repose, a situation thatdoesnotoccur
onEarth. Our work establishes the variety of flow deposit types that can arise where there is no atmosphere or
liquid. The study has important implications for granular avalanche processes on other planets, such as Mars.

1. Introduction

Avalanches degrade and obscure the impact crater record of bombardment of the rocky planets and large
asteroids in our Solar System [e.g., Melosh, 1986]. Understanding the surfaces of these bodies is important
for recognition of their underlying geology and their evolution through deep time. The Moon is particularly
important to study; it probably originated from the same giant impact event that formed the Earth [Canup
and Asphaug, 2001; Canup, 2012], and it records a history of bombardment that also affected Earth through-
out the past 4.5 Ga [National Research Council (NRC)], 2007; Joy et al., 2016]. Further, it is a natural laboratory
where geomorphic degradation occurs with no significant influence by liquid water or atmosphere, and,
thus, it constrains inferences of such involvement on other planets [Stöffler et al., 2006; NRC, 2007]. The
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complete surface of the Moon has only recently become accessible to moderately detailed sedimentological
scrutiny, owing to the fine resolution, to 0.5 m/pixel, of recent satellite imagery.

Mass wasting is the bulk movement of rock debris and/or soil downslope due to gravity [e.g., Jain, 2014]. The
processes occur widely on Earth, mostly on steep slopes, both subaerially and under water [e.g., Moore et al.,
1994; Deplus et al., 2001;Wolman and Gerson, 2007; Corsini et al., 2009; Parker et al., 2011]. On the Moon mass
wasting principally occurs on slopes that originally formed by impact cratering and it differs from Earth in
commonly involving some proportion of fine-grained (powder-like) regolith and no liquid water or atmo-
spheric gas [Pike, 1971; Melosh, 1986; Bart, 2007]. Also, experiments suggest that the relatively low lunar
gravity (0.16 g) can slightly decrease the dynamic angle of repose, reflected in the free-surface slope formed
in frictional freezing from granular flow [Kleinhans et al., 2011], although numerical modeling finds a
negligible effect [Chen et al., 2015].

Themajority of lunar impact craters were formedmore than 3.8 billion (109) years ago, and they vary greatly in
size. All initially had steepwalls (≥30o) that soon degraded gravitationally, with orwithout seismic shaking, and
many formed with concentric fault scarps susceptible to collapse; large impact craters, >15 km in diameter,
typically developed a central peak [Wilhelms, 1987;Melosh and Ivanov, 1999; Stöffler et al., 2006]. Such ancient
craters have been heavily degraded by ongoing bombardment and regolith development, and now they
rarely have slopes >35° [Pike, 1967; Melosh, 1984; Kreslavsky and Head, 2016]. Scars from slope failures and
deposits recording mass wasting are ubiquitous and have long been recognized in the younger (i.e., <1 Ga)
well-preserved “fresh” craters [Howard, 1973;Melosh, 1986]. Unlike on Earth and Mars, mass-wasting features
on the Moon can remain practically pristine for hundreds of millions of years owing to the absence of erosion,
althoughbombardment and cover by ejecta tend to degrade older examples [e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2013, 2014].

It has only recently become possible to study the global extent of lunar mass wasting in detail [e.g., Kumar
et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2013], using satellite images that have submeter spatial scale resolution, from
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera (LROC-NAC) [Robinson et al., 2010].

Studies of lunar mass wastage deposits have led to inference of debris movement processes akin to those on
Earth [e.g., Xiao et al., 2013], because most lunar features appear to have closely similar terrestrial counter-
parts. However, the terminology applied to Moon phenomena has tended to be inconsistent with modern
sedimentological use, vague or incompletely justified. Table 1 shows the simple scheme we use

Table 1. Dry Granular Mass-Wasting Processes and Features on the Moon

Process Term Movement Behavior Slope Failure Deposit Features

Debris fall Particles detach from a steep free surface in
groups, then bounce, roll, and may break
independently; particle motion is rapid and
momentum dominates; fines may segregate

to form a flow

Single or irregularly retrogressive; typically
unsteady; steep rock slopes locally shattered

by impacts

Longitudinal size grading; largest grains
travel farthest, as in scree; large boulders
may reach far beyond main deposit pile;
fines tend to form cone or apron apex,

or streaky veneers
Debris slide Particles move en masse, as a slab on a basal

detachment; basal friction dominates
Headwall detachment scarp curves into

basal detachment with lateral dislocations;
single or retrogressive

Retains initial slab “stratigraphy”; may have
slight compression or extension features,

with or without deformed edges
Debris slump Moves like debris slide, but slab deforms

internally forming shears, folds and/or
stacked slices; basal and internal friction

dominate

Headwall detachment scarp curves into
basal detachment with lateral dislocations;

single or retrogressive

Retains some initial stratigraphy but
deformed in folds and/or slice stacks

during progressive pileup

Debris flow Slightly dilated particle mass shears
throughout (may form free-surface raft);

diverse particles susceptible to vertical and
longitudinal segregation during transport;
self-channelization common; thin flows
develop waves; flow can be erosive,
increasing bulk, and deposits aggrade
progressively; interparticle friction

dominates

Single or retrogressive, typically unsteady,
with or without headwall scarp; commonly
transformed downstream from falls, slides,
and slumps; waves on erodible slopes at
repose angle advance and leave trail by

reworking the slope deposit

Tend to form fingers or lobes on moderate
slopes; may form fan on low slopes;
marginal levees and drained channels
typical behind bulbous front; breached

lobes recording flow surges are common;
deposition progressive; grain size

segregation typical; ribbon-like reworking
trails can form on regolith slope at angle

of repose
Debris creep Particulate mass shears slowly and

incrementally; interparticle friction
dominates

Minor dislocations and mixing caused
by ground shaking and impacts

Tend to form extensive areas of irregular,
low-amplitude transverse ridges
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concerning granular mass-movement processes on the
Moon and their key features. This simplicity does not
readily apply to all Earth phenomena, not least
because many terrestrial flows involve or occur under
water, and some include significant cohesive clay
minerals. The term “avalanche” would be applicable
to any one or combination of the phenomena,
excluding creep. In both lunar and terrestrial contexts,
so-called “debris avalanches” usually entail a range of
processes and evolutions from one to another.

In this paper we use well-illuminated LROC-NAC
images (supporting information Table S1) to describe
and interpret scars and deposits formed by mass wast-
ing within four case study craters that formed in lunar
maria and three that formed in the lunar highlands,
all in broadly equatorial (nonpolar) latitudes. Table 2
gives the crater locations and provides details of each
site, and Figure S6 shows these craters in the global
lunar context. We present a thorough survey and
detailed interpretation of the various features exposed
in one narrow segment of the wall of Kepler crater,
formed in a mare basalt target rock. Then we briefly
examine the other craters, to consider some additional
features and to explore whether mass wasting in mare
settings differs significantly from that in highlands tar-
get rocks. We make comparisons with terrestrial coun-
terparts and results from laboratory experiments
(Figures S1–S5), to distinguish differences and to
understand the lunar processes. We consider the
effects of reduced gravity on lunar material movement,
as well as the influence of the abundant fine rock “pow-
der” that characterizes the lunar regolith. Finally, we
highlight three previously unrecognized phenomena:
(1) remobilization of stable coarse talus by inundation
with finer debris; (2) development of veils of finer-
grained debris around the coarse-grained peripheries
of some segregated flow deposits; and (3) occurrence
of long-runout erosion-deposition waves.

1.1. Mass Wasting: A Brief Review

On the Moon there are deposits we interpret as record-
ing rapid collisional debris falls, dense frictional debris
flows, slides, slumps, and creep (Table 1), all formed
there without influence of interstitial liquid or gas.
Deposition from debris falls and flows is sensitive to
the angle of repose of the granular material, which is
a function of intergranular friction and varies mainly
with grain size, shape, and density [Train, 1958;
Carrigy, 1970; Zhou et al., 2002]. Dense frictional flows
involving a mixture of grain sizes (polydisperse) tend
spontaneously to segregate and deposit relatively
coarse marginal levees with finer-grained material in
between (Figures S1 and S2). The particle sizeTa
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segregation occurs dominantly by so-called kinetic sieving and squeeze expulsion; in a shearing (slightly
dilated) dispersion small particles fall between larger ones and large ones are “levered” upward [Savage
and Lun, 1988; Takahashi et al., 1992; Vallance and Savage, 2000; Gray and Thornton, 2005; Gray and
Kokelaar, 2010]. Thus, a polydisperse flow tends to develop a coarse-grained upper part, which, traveling
fastest, shears to the flow front. There it presents relatively high frictional resistance to flow and is
advected laterally and then deposited from the back of the flow head to form lateral levees; finer grains
tend to be deposited to form a channel lining with relatively low friction. This segregation that forms a
channel conduit for following material constitutes a self-organized feedback that counters flow spreading
and facilitates minimum frictional resistance to flow [Gray and Thornton, 2005; Johnson et al., 2012;
Kokelaar et al., 2014; Baker et al., 2016a]. Flow fronts that are continuously fed via the channel conduit
may continue to deposit across slopes considerably less steep than the material angles of repose before
complete frictional freezing; momentum and low friction can permit some ascent of adverse slopes. On
the other hand, flows starved of material supply may reach their maximum runout and stop on
continuous-gradient repose slopes. It is well known that many large-volume flows of debris on Earth
extend surprisingly large distances on low and adverse slopes, but this is not clearly apparent on the
fluid-free Moon, where debris flows must have been dry and extensive low-slope flow deposits seem rare
and related to impacts [Howard, 1973; Legros, 2002]. We discuss the issues concerning fluid-moderated
flow further in section 5.4, as they bear on other planetary bodies.

The development of a frictionally resistive flow front with more mobile debris behind results in the frontal
region, both of the active flow head and then its ultimate deposit, becoming slightly bulbous in profile
and lobate or finger-like in plan view [Pouliquen et al., 1997; Pouliquen and Vallance, 1999; Woodhouse
et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2016b]. For descriptive simplicity here we designate “lobes” as having length:width
ratio ≤1.5 and “fingers” >1.5.

Granular flows can spontaneously develop quasiperiodic roll waves [Forterre and Pouliquen, 2003; Forterre,
2006; Gray and Edwards, 2014; Razis et al., 2014; Edwards and Gray, 2015], or erosion-deposition waves
[Edwards and Gray, 2015; Edwards et al., 2017], wherein the downslope wave speed is faster than the
net material flow and the front advances in mass flux surges as the waves arrive there. For dense granular

flows, roll waves develop when the Froude number Fr ¼ uj j=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghcos θ

p
is greater than 2/3, where uj j is the

depth-averaged flow speed, g is the constant of gravitational acceleration, h is the flow thickness, and θ is
the slope inclination.

Erosion-deposition waves can develop in flows with very low Froude numbers and are typified by material
being completely stopped between the wave crests [Edwards and Gray, 2015]. Debris is alternately erosion-
ally incorporated into each following wave and then deposited from its rear. Waves may catch up with pre-
decessors and become bigger but only up to a critical limit [Razis et al., 2014]. Additionally, solitary granular
waves can propagate down repose-angled slopes of erodible material, with the cycle of erosion-deposition
continuously involving preexisting slope material such that the initial singular release acts to rework the
slope far beyond its own material extent [Edwards et al., 2017] (Figure S3). Thus, although continuous lateral
levees and long fingers (up to several kilometers) typically record sustained material supply, solitary granular
waves originating from a limited-mass release and moving steadily down erodible repose-angled substrate
also can form continuous leveed channels. These latter features, however, are restricted to repose slopes, are
distinctly parallel sided, and tend to be relatively subdued, because the cross-sectional area of the con-
structed levees must be the same as that of the eroded channel, i.e., there is no net material loss or gain
due to the passing wave, just redistribution. We invoke this latter mechanism, for the first time, for some
lunar features, where the widespread availability of erodible fine material (regolith) at or close to its angle
of repose seems the key control of occurrence. Reduced gravity serves to increase the timescale for the
motion by reducing the flow velocity, but otherwise flows and their deposits do not change their morphol-
ogy. This result is shown explicitly in section 4.

In contrast to dense frictional debris flow, particle motion in debris fall is dominated by momentum and colli-
sions during bouncing and rolling [Varnes, 1978]. Because of their greater momentum, large particles tend to
travel farther than small ones and debris fall deposits typically are longitudinally graded, with the large par-
ticles concentrated near the slope base and especially massive ones commonly run out far beyond this.
Examples in the lunar craters illustrate this especially well, since bounce and roll tracks can be well
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preserved in the regolith. In debris fall, finer material typically segregates and lags behind on slopes over-
passed by coarser debris, forming nonuniform flows that tend to deposit in streaks.

Slides and slumps move according to slope loading and friction on the basal detachment, and they may, pri-
marily according to slope, transform into (free-surface) debris flows. Whereas on Earth slides and slumps com-
monly initiate under conditions of increased pore fluid pressure, typically of water, this cannot apply on the
Moon. Mass movement by creep generally involves slight and generally infrequent disturbances of intergra-
nular friction, on the Moon mainly due to ground shaking from impact events or internally driven moon-
quakes [Houston et al., 1973; Kumar et al., 2016].

All of the primary flow types discussed above can interact with and cause mobilization of existing substrate,
broadly considered as erosion. Thus, for example, in energetic reaches of debris flows and falls material can
be added to the moving mass, referred to as bulking, with consequences for the resulting dynamics of
motion and deposition [e.g., Iverson et al., 2011; Frank et al., 2015]. Incorporation of fine-grained material in
otherwise coarse debris is known to reduce effective friction (see below) and hence increase mobility, and
in this paper we consider the importance of the virtually ubiquitous fine surficial regolith in influencing flow
type and runout on the Moon (and presumably other dry airless bodies).

1.2. Lunar Crater Slopes

The slopes studied here originated from the dynamics of impact cratering, most of which occurred in deep
time such that they now inevitably reflect modifications by protracted mass wasting with ongoing impact
ejecta emplacement and micrometeorite bombardment. Initial impact-related excavation and subsidence
typically produce inner crater slopes that are so steep that they fail immediately, so most craters contain
accumulations of fault blocks, terraces, and smaller debris reflecting this catastrophic mass wasting [Melosh
and Ivanov, 1999]. The lower parts of crater wall slopes widely accumulate debris that has aggraded at the
dynamic angle(s) of repose (see section 1.3 below), while upper slopes of younger craters expose degraded
cliffs of bedrock with intervening alcoves or gullies [Bart, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013]. The ancient slopes strewn
with granular debris at or near its angle of stable repose are susceptible to material overpassing (little or no
deposition), so avalanche trails commonly traverse them extensively if not entirely and the slope base is to an
extent buttressed by deposits from flows arrested there or a little beyond. Failure of marginally stable slopes
may be triggered directly by impact(s) or by seismic shaking (moonquakes) resulting from impacts elsewhere,
internal geodynamic processes (tides and shrinkage) or regional tectonic activity, or from thermal expansion
and contraction [Melosh, 1984; Fassett and Thomson, 2014; Molaro and Byrne, 2012; Schultz and Gault, 1976;
Watters et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2016; Schmitt et al., 2017]. Impacts by micrometeorites (0.1 to 2 mm in size)
also degrade rock surfaces and may cause detachment of surface grains that conceivably could trigger small
flows [Soderblom, 1970; Hörz et al., 1971; Basilevsky et al., 2013; Bandfield et al., 2014].

1.3. Granular-Slope Stability

The steepest stable slope that is achievable by the free surface of a pile of grains is its static angle of repose,
which varies according to the grain size, grain size range, grain packing, grain shape, and grain surface rough-
ness of the material [Train, 1958; Carrigy, 1970; Zhou et al., 2002; Pohlman et al., 2006]. Interstitial fluid (e.g.,
water, gas, and dusty gas) can modify granular deposit stability, but this is not relevant for the
atmosphere-free Moon. In general, irregular and angular, coarse rock fragments (>2 mm; i.e., coarser than
coarse sand) have a steeper static angle of repose than finer sand and/or rounded fragments, primarily
because the intergranular friction is greater; in natural systems there typically is a range of stable repose
angles. The free-surface slope of grains deposited from a flow, reflecting frictional freezing, is the dynamic
angle of repose, which is slightly less than its static counterpart [Pouliquen, 1999; Jop et al., 2006].
Momentum and reduced friction that is related to dilation allow a granular flow to extend to form slopes less
than the static angle of repose, especially on erodible substrates [Mangeney et al., 2010].

On the Moon, theoretically, differences in repose angle might reflect differing fragmentation of the crater
source rocks, for example, mare basalt lava flows versus highland anorthosite (see below), as well as differing
involvement (0–100%) of unconsolidated regolith. A distinctive feature of the Moon, absent on Earth, is the
almost ubiquitous surface occurrence of fine-grained, powder-like, surficial regolith [Shorthill, 1970; McKay
et al., 1974, 1991; Mendell and Low, 1974, 1975; Oberbeck et al., 1975; Lucey et al., 2006] and highly fractured
impact crater wall and ejecta deposits with a wide range of particle size. On Earth, at low abundances,
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admixed fines tend to act as a “lubricant” between large particles [Hsü, 1975; GDR Midi, 2004; Kokelaar et al.,
2014], whereas on the Moon it has been suggested that the angularity of regolith grains may enhance stabi-
lity [Wagner et al., 2013].

On the lunar surface an adhesive force for particles<50 μm, involving adsorbedmolecular layers and van der
Waals forces, andmediated by surface roughness, acts with gravity [Izvekova and Popel, 2013] andmaymimic
the terrestrial effects of capillary attraction (i.e., surface tension) and wet bridging [Megens and Aizenberg,
2003]. This could explain why the fine fraction (alone) of dry piled lunar regolith has an angle of repose of
~40°, between that of wet sand (~45°) and dry sand (~34°) [Carrier et al., 1991]. This might be relevant where
regolith collapses retrogressively at the source of flows, forming relatively steep scars, but we recognize no
evidence of this. Although fine particles can become charged and susceptible to electrostatic forces at the
surface of the Moon, where a plasma forms from unimpeded solar wind [Colwell et al., 2007; Popel et al.,
2013], mechanical disturbance readily overcomes any coherence of fine regolith and the forces cannot be
implicated in the stopping of flows (deposition) or the dynamic angle of repose. The absence of atmosphere
and relative weakness of electrostatic forces mean that particles launched from collisions in granular ava-
lanches are likely to follow essentially ballistic trajectories. We consider whether fine particles are sprayed bal-
listically beyond blocky terminations of flow deposits.

1.4. Lunar Geology and Surface Processes

The lunar highlands primarily comprise variably coarse-grained anorthositic rocks (plagioclase with minor
pyroxene and olivine), which, although considerably modified, confer the relatively bright albedo seen from
Earth. These rocks formed between ~4.5 and 4.2 Ga and were severely influenced by bombardment in the era
of basin formation prior to 3.8 Ga [NRC, 2007; Stöffler et al., 2006; Petro and Pieters, 2008; Pernet-Fisher and Joy,
2016]. The darker material of the lunar surface relates to basaltic lava flows (plagioclase and pyroxene with
minor olivine and ilmenite). Partial melting in the lunar interior formed basaltic magmas that erupted and flo-
wed into topographic lows, forming the maria, between ~3.8 and 2.5 Ga and possibly as recently as 1 Ga
[Hiesinger and Head, 2006].

The lunar surface comprises loose rock particles, regolith, which almost completely covers the bedrock,
except on steep slopes such as occur on very young crater walls [Langevin and Arnold, 1977; Hörz et al.,
1991;McKay et al., 1991; Lucey et al., 2006; Spray, 2016]. Regolith has no counterpart on Earth, where it would
be highly susceptible to erosion by wind and water. Both regolith and surface-exposed bedrock in equatorial
regions of the Moon, as sampled at the Apollo and Luna mission landing sites and extending as far as ~70°N
and S, are considered to be essentially dry (i.e., only tens of parts per million level hydrogen determined in
Apollo samples) [McCubbin et al., 2015, and references therein]. However, some permanently shadowed
regions of the lunar poles may contain a subsurface or disseminated ice component [Arnold, 1979; Spudis
et al., 2013;McCubbin et al., 2015] resulting in variable physical properties [e.g., Pitcher et al., 2016]. Our study
focuses on mass wasting on impact crater slopes occurring in dry lunar equatorial environments (Figure S6).
1.4.1. Crater Target Rock Properties
The target rock strength (i.e., whether coherent or incoherent material) will influence the resulting crater wall
stability and nature of mass-wasting material. For example, impacts into the extremely ancient, heavily bom-
barded lunar highlands will excavate material from structurally disturbed crust overlain by multiple impact
ejecta blankets, where this “megaregolith” is estimated to be up to ~10 km deep [Hiesinger and Head,
2006; Spray, 2016]. Crater wall slopes in such highland crater sites, therefore, will be formed of heterogeneous
and incoherent impact ejecta. As the surface regolith is thinner on mare basalts (typically ≤10 m) compared
with the lunar highlands deep megaregolith [Freeman, 1981; Hörz et al., 1991; McKay et al., 1991; Bart et al.,
2011; Bart, 2014; Spray, 2016], small impacts into mare basalt targets will reveal crater walls with coherent
layering [e.g., Kickapoo Lunar Research Team and Kramer, 2014] and will more easily extract and scatter frag-
ments of previously coherent rock into the surrounding ejecta blanket [Wilcox et al., 2005; Meyer, 2011]. We
consider whether the possible differences in material properties have affected mass wastage mechanics on
slopes of mare basalt versus ancient highland craters.
1.4.2. Crater Wall Geological Properties
We have yet to investigate and directly sample any lunar impact crater walls, so the variability of grain size
range, grain shape, and physical properties is unknown. However, photographs of steep slopes taken by
the Apollo astronauts (i.e., Apollo 16: North Ray crater and Apollo 15: Hadley Rille wall) suggest that there
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is a wide range of particle sizes, ranging from a large “rock” fraction on the scale of boulders up to tens of
meters down to cobble- and pebble-sized material ranging down to a <10 mm “soil” fraction. Lunar regolith
sampled in intercrater plains by the Apollo astronauts is dominated by poorly sorted silty sand to sandy silt,
mainly <2 mm and averaging ~60 μm, with ~10–20% at <20 μm [Carrier et al., 1991; McKay et al., 1991].
These lunar “fines” dominate the mechanical properties of the lunar surface environment, creating a “fluffy,”
porous surficial layer (bulk density 0.8 g/cm3) with more highly packed fabrics (bulk density: 2.1 g/cm3) at
depths of 2–3 m [Carrier, 1973, 2003; McKay et al., 1974; Carrier et al., 1991].
1.4.3. Landform Modification Processes
Lunar mass-wasting deposits are subject to postemplacement reworking and impact modification, and such
processes usefully indicate the relative and “absolute” age. For example, regolith development on pre-
Copernican aged (≤1.1 Ga) craters has obscured any detail of avalanche deposits, and, thus, our understand-
ing of mass wastage processes is biased toward younger features and triggers. Surface-exposed boulders are
gradually degraded by thermal fatigue from diurnal temperature cycles [e.g., Delbo et al., 2014; Molaro et al.,
2017] and also from micrometeorite bombardment and fragmentation by more energetic impactors
[Basilevsky et al., 2013; Ghent et al., 2014]. Typically, regolith formation produced on the order of ~3–5 mm
of new regolith per million years at ~3.8 Ga and about 1 mm/Myr from ~3.5 Ga to the present day
[Oberbeck and Quaide, 1968; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1975; Hörz et al., 1991]. This indicates that most lunar sur-
face boulders larger than ~2 m are likely to become destroyed in 150–300 million years, primarily as a con-
sequence of degradation by micrometeorite impacts [Basilevsky et al., 2013; Ghent et al., 2014]. We exploit
the fact that individual boulders can now be resolved in images from the LROC-NAC to investigate the grain
size distribution in a range of lunar mass wastage avalanche deposits.

2. Methods: Data Sets and Analysis

We used NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) Planetary Data
System released images with a spatial scale of 0.42–1.3 m/pixel (Table S1) [Robinson et al., 2010; Tran et al.,
2010]. Images were map-projected using the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Map Projection Web
Service (POW) image processing cloud to generate ArcMap 10.2.1 readable .cub file formats. We also used
digital elevation models (DEMs), created using information from the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA)
[Smith et al., 2010] and “Kuguya Terrain Camera DEM Merge 60N60S 512 ppd”, with horizontal resolution
of 59 m/pixel at the equator and ~3–4 m vertical accuracy [Barker et al., 2016] (see Figures S7–S13).
Morphological characteristics and measures of length, slope angle and area of mass-wasting features were
determined using ArcMap 10.2.1 (Table 2). These data, coupled with approximations of deposit thickness
(see below), were used to estimate roughly the volumes of transported material.

2.1. Length and Slope Angle

Horizontal extents of flow deposits were found from the LROC-Wide Angle Camera (WAC) Mosaic Global
100 m/pixel data set, with ArcMap 10.2.1 used to plot source and termination coordinates and the ruler tool
used to measure distance. In most instances the “source,” in and around cliffs with alcoves and gullies, had no
precise point location, but rather an uncertain area, so an average distance was taken from multiple (≤10)
likely source area coordinates. Elevation for every horizontal distance increment of 59 m (resolution of the
DEM data set) was determined along a line within the flow path from source to deposit termination and
the slope found by trigonometry and plotted as a continuum. Reported slope angles are tangents measured
on the slope plots. Actual on-slope lengths of flow deposits are measured from slope plots, with the maxi-
mum apparent runout reported irrespective of subunits that terminate in less distance. Comparison of slopes
in the highland and mare sites was made to investigate the possible influence(s) of differing target materials
and granulometry.

2.2. Surface Area

Areas of the plan view of deposits were measured using an ArcMap outline tool. This underestimates actual
on-slope area, which was approximated by multiplying the measured area by the factor of the actual runout
distance divided by the horizontal distance (see section 2.1). This is an approximation, but in any case the out-
line generally encloses multiple deposit units so the area determined is only suitable for making order-scale
comparisons. Each deposit was split into nine segments, and these were measured 3 times, with the average
summed with that of other segments to give a best estimate.
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2.3. Thickness and Volume

Deposit thickness and hence volume is problematic to measure. The aim was to derive thickness approxi-
mately from shadow lengths, using shadows 3 pixels or more in size and with known viewing geometry.
As with the areas, nine deposit segments were created with three measures intended for each (i.e., 27 mea-
surements for each deposit). However, some sections showed no clearly suitable shadows and some mea-
sures were obviously anomalous outliers (mainly from protruding large boulders), so these were excluded.
Where possible (Table 2), the modal shadow length value was taken and then used to calculate the thickness
(height) of the deposit segments, using trigonometry (see Table S1 giving image phase angles). Among the
many limitations to the accuracy of this are the assumptions that the surface in shadow is flat and that the
measured thickness is representative. This latter issue is nontrivial, as levees commonly are taller than chan-
nel contents, especially so where there has been material draining.

Segment on-slope areas and thicknesses were coupled to determine the segment volumes and these then
summed to find a total. Due to the considerable limitations in finding representative thickness and actual
slope areas, the volumes given in Table 2 can only be considered very approximate absolute maxima and
quite uncertain. Further, some maxima manifestly are for deposits that include several to many tens of
flow-deposit units, so that the volumes do not relate to discrete avalanches. Nevertheless the order-scale con-
trasts found are significant in relating to flow-deposit type.

3. Results
3.1. Study Sites Overview

Sites studied were chosen for their well preserved (little-degraded) and well-illuminated mass wastage fea-
tures amenable to measurements (Table 2). LROC-NAC images have resolutions down to ~0.5 m/pixel, so
abundant clearly visible boulders (≥1.5 m or at least 3 × 3 pixels) are taken to indicate emplacement age
younger than 300 Ma, and their occurrence is recorded for each site. We define mass wastage deposits with
>20% of the flow unit bearing a content of boulders >1.5 m as being boulder-rich “coarse debris,” and
boulder-poor “fine debris”with a>1.5 m boulder content<20%. Typically, the boulder-rich deposits, or com-
ponents of them, are darker in albedo, suggesting that grain size sorting may have occurred during flow. It is
challenging, however, given the scale of the NAC images, to put any further constraint on the exact grain size
range of the deposits.

The following sections include one case study showing a full diversity of phenomena in one area, and suc-
ceeding sections highlight some significant variations and/or reflect comparisons of mare and highlands cra-
ter target rocks. All but one of our site images are orientated with lunar north upward, the one exception
being noted in its caption, and most images show the downslope direction with a dashed arrow.
Supporting information Figure S6 gives the location of the studied craters on the Moon, and the context
and topographic setting of each study site is shown in Figures S7–13.

3.2. Kepler Study Area

Kepler crater (latitude 8.13°N, longitude 37.98°W) is in mare basalt of Oceanus Procellarum and has a
Copernican crater count absolute model formation age of ~1 Ga [Hiesinger and Head, 2006]. The study area,
in the northeast segment of the crater (Figure 1), includes an extensive section of degraded fault scarp with
associated deposits, at the northern end of the prominent subsided fault block bench. Subsidence style in the
crater was asymmetric, by downsag with concentric faults and inward rotation in the west, forming inward
dipping surfaces, and with normal faulting and bench formation in the east. Relatively smooth central areas
comprise melt-rich units [Öhman and Kring, 2012].

Kepler shows diverse mass-wasting features, extending from high source cliffs of basalt layers, broken by
numerous alcoves and gullies, down through vast slopes of flow-scarred granular deposits, to base-of-slope
multiple overlapping aprons and fingered lobes with abundant coarse debris (Figures 1b and 1c). The man-
ifest abundance of boulders>1.5 m implies their emplacement since 300 Ma, and paucity of impact marks in
some relatively pristine deposits shows that mass wasting in Kepler has been persistent. From crater rim to
(bench) floor here is ~2 km vertically. Beneath the cliffs, slopes are ~36° to 34.5°, the midslopes are ~33° to
32°, and these grade to lower slopes where mass wastage deposits are abundant at 29° to 24°. Locally
“adverse” slopes, near horizontal and/or with rises of a few meters, occur at the foot of the main
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escarpment, although slopes mostly continue across the broad bench with inclinations between 22° and 9°
(Figures 1c and 1d). Debris tracks from source to termination mostly extend downslope ~ 2.5 km, rarely up
to ~3.5 km.
3.2.1. Ledges and Debris Fall Deposits (Talus)
The crater wall is variably covered bymass wastage debris, less so in the upper few hundreds of meters where
discrete basalt layers are exposed. Deposit grain size variations are evident in patterns of relatively dark and
relatively pale albedo, traversed by slope-parallel streaks (Figure 1b). The darker patches, which tend to dar-
ken downward to irregular, broadly transverse but discontinuous edges, are interpreted as recording former
topographic ledges that are now almost entirely buried by coarse talus. The intervening areas of paler albedo
lack such talus and the slope-parallel streaks that cross both dark and pale areas with little or no deflection
evidently mark erosion and/or deposition by debris that streamed downslope to accumulate mainly at the
slope base in overlapping aprons and lobes (see also section 3.2.2). The limited deflection of the streaks,
and the slope-parallel topographic profiles (Figures 1b and 1d), indicate that the talus-buried ledges now
have little or no topographic expression. The overall pattern is interpreted as recording early collapse-
subsidence of slivers of strata that detached on faults in adjustment of the initially over steep walls that
had formed behind the main fault block (bench). Loose falling debris then accumulated on the early

Figure 1. (a) Kepler crater and study area (box). The crater diameter is 31 km, with an average depth below the rim of
~2.7 km and with the highest parts of the northeastern (top right) rim crest rising ~3.2 km above the crater floor.
(b) Study area showing locations of succeeding text figures that illustrate details. Near the crater rim are outcrops of basalt
layers with intervening alcoves and gullies that lead down to slopes streaked by erosion and deposits due to mass
wasting. (c) Study area showing location of profiles presented in Figure 1d. (d) Selected rim-to-floor topographic profiles in
the study area. Elevation is relative to the lunar geoid. LROC-WAC Mosaic global 100 m image and LROC-NAC image
frames M186134194RE, M173165404RE, M133078533LE, and M1129731152LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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formed ledges to build talus to its angle of repose. This constituted catastrophic mass wasting consequent on
initial formation of Kepler and was the main process that rendered the slopes at a large scale nearer to
stable repose.

Slope-parallel streaks are less abundant in the southeast of the study area (Figure 1b), where the ledges bur-
ied by debris fall deposits and intervening original fault plane slopes appear less reworked (Figures 2 and 3)
and have relatively little coarse debris exposed at the surface. Here the ledge-covering deposits slope con-
tinuously down toward the more thinly covered, paler slopes beneath (Figure 2), and it is widely evident that
deposits thicken to the back wall in apron-like wedges and cones or fans with apices within and beneath gul-
lies (Figures 2 and 3). Some well-defined aprons and fans clearly grade finer grained upward (Figure 3). This is
characteristic of momentum-governed debris fall in which more massive material bounces and rolls farther,
as with terrestrial screes. In a few instances leveed debris flow deposits extend down across the debris cones
and fans, highlighting both the slope continuity and the contrast of emplacement styles (Figure 2).

One small impact crater, ~500 m in diameter and located at the base of the main-wall slope (Figure 3d),
shows well the entrapment of runout debris fall boulders. These are concentrated on and near the base of
the opposed slope, and their capture has caused a runout “shadow,” or paucity of this material, farther away
(to left; compare with top left); the largest boulders mostly traveled farthest, some making it up onto the
opposed wall and rim. This crater also trapped a bouncing boulder that crossed its wall obliquely before final
roulette-ball-like capture (1-1-1-1-1; note the final downslope trace and culprit). Bouncemarks at 2-2 are prox-
imal parts of a 2.1 km trail formed across the bench by a ~15–18 m boulder.
3.2.2. Debris Flow Deposits
The steep crater wall, grading down from 36° to 34.5° to 32°, is widely marked by countless slope-parallel
streaks that record both erosion and deposition by debris flows. These features mainly originate amidst
the outcrops and alcoves or gullies where the bedrock basalt is exposed for several hundreds of meters

Figure 2. (a and b) Examples of crater wall ledges. Ledges with relatively thick deposits are separated by normal-fault
scarps with thinner or little cover (streaked pale). Many scarps (S) curve into and are linked by lateral detachments (L).
Both scarps and ledges have superimposed small (<20m) impact craters, although those on the steeper slopes are less well
formed. Talus cones and aprons (T) have formed at the back of ledges against scarp slopes, primarily from incremental
debris fall, as in screes on Earth. Debris flow leveed finger deposits cross talus cones (located in boxes, and see Figure 3b for
detail), recording relatively sustained mass flux and continuity of inward slopes across ledges. Streaks on fault surfaces
record local deposition and erosion by passage of debris. Coarse debris here is relatively scarce. In a few places, short steps
following adjacent scarps (R) possibly record slight fault reactivation and/or slope deformation (see section 3.2.3). LROC-
NAC image frame M133078533LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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Figure 3. (a–c) Slope break graded debris fall talus cones (bracketed) formed on ledges on top of fault slivers (all fields of
view ~200 m wide); cone apices are upslope (toward top right), with coarse debris near the cone base and momentum
runout boulders beyond. Pale streaked surfaces are degraded fault scarps with variable cover of regolith, locally cratered.
Debris flow deposits (D in Figure 3b) emanate from a gully and cross a talus cone. Steeper slopes show downslope stria-
tions, some of which clearly are boulder bounce trails (arrows). (d) Degraded crater at the base of the main wall (above top
right) shows asymmetric distribution of momentum runout debris fall boulders, concentrated on the opposed, left-hand
slope, reflecting capture of material that otherwise would have traveled farther, as in the top of the image. The general
surrounding slope here is ~9°, and the crater is a few tens of meters deep. Debris flow deposits (D) showing coarse-grained
levees and lobate terminations with impounded (pale) finer debris extend onto the crater floor, partly burying boulders
there. Trails from bouncing large boulders (e.g., 1 and 2) are also evident (see text). LROC-NAC images M173165404RE,
M133078533LE, and M1129731152LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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below the crater rim (Figure 1b), and
they commonly terminate near or at
the base of the steep wall, at 29° to
24°, with dark, coarse-grained levees
that impoundpale-coloredfinermate-
rial. In midwall areas, at 33° to 32°, dif-
fuse midgray streaks cross ledges
occupied by darker, coarse material
taken to be ancient talus, and this evi-
dently has been remobilized (eroded)
and partly redeposited to form down-
ward tapering fingers extending from
the ledge edges (Figures 4a and 4b).
The distinctive dark fringes beneath
the ledge edges are here called “shar-
ply tapered coarse fingers.” The mid-
gray diffuse flow deposits apparently
remain from coarse-fine (polydis-
perse) granular mixtures that segre-
gated during flow and, toward flow
terminations, formed coarse levees
that channeled and then enclosed
the finer debris (Figure 4c).

Laboratory experiments (Figure S4)
confirm that coarse deposits that rest
stably at their angle of repose, like the
talus on ledges here, can bemobilized
by infiltration of finer material (typi-
cally sand grade) that has a lower
repose angle and flows across them. In
section 4 we consider gravity and the
scaling fromour experiments andcon-
firm the probable equivalence of the
lunar remobilization processes.

Kumar et al. [2013] show similar, but
not identical, lunar features, which
they ascribe to debris flow and refer
to as “dark slope streaks.” As in Kepler
crater, many of those streaks extend
as fringes off the edges of ledges
where the dark deposits accumulated
and predate pale-colored fine debris
that extends onto them. However,
thosedarkstreaksdonot taper intodif-
fuse pale deposits. Apparently the
Kepler slopes were sufficiently steep
and near the repose angle of the finer
debris so that fines-rich debris flows
swept down much of the wall to the
crater floor and in doing so substan-
tially mobilized the coarse material as
it became inundated on the ledges.
The impact record in the Kepler

Figure 4. (a and b) Debris flow deposits extend more or less continuously
down across ledges strewn with darker, relatively coarse debris, mainly
talus, which has in places been remobilized to form downward tapering
fingers that extend from the ledge edges. The slopes here are 33° to 32°, and
the paler diffuse streaks are taken to be deposits of relatively fine debris that
was mobilized nearer to the crater rim. The tapering of the dark fingers
suggests redeposition of some coarse debris that moved as bed load in
debris flows below the ledges. (c) Lobed and fingered flow-deposit termi-
nations occur at the slope base beneath the diffuse streaked pale deposits
and sharply tapered coarse fingers (top right and Figure 4b). The slope with
these deposit terminations generally diminishes from 32° to ~24°, locally
slightly less for the more extensive deposits. The flow deposits show pro-
nounced granular segregation; coarse dark levees confine channels and
terminal deposit margins, and on the lower slopes pale finer-grained frac-
tions (fines) are ponded behind these. Some starved flows terminated on the
steeper slope (e.g., labeled S) where fines also are impounded by coarse
levees. On the steeper slopes in this view, many coarse (darker) levees
bound partly drained channels (C) lined with fines. The fines have partially
drained to the deposit front and ponded there behind terminal levees.
Downslope beyond the leveed deposits, impact craters and bounce-roll
trails (low right and low left “foreground”) in the regolith are relatively
abundant, showing that the uppermost leveed deposits are relatively young.
This sediment wedge is widely close to repose and hugely multiple in origin,
comprising innumerable overlapping flow units. The upper part of this slope,
at 32°, is taken to reflect the dynamic angle of repose for the coarse debris.
LROC-NAC image M173165404RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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heavily streaked slope is substantially obliterated (comparewith an area to southeast, e.g., Figure 2), consistent
with the paucity of impact indications in the base-of-slope correlative deposits, which clearly are among the
youngest here (Figure 4c). The general paucity of impact craters on this slope area suggests ongoing
triggering and avalanche activity.

Pale veils of relatively fine deposits clearly surround the periphery of some leveed terminations (arrowed
in Figure 5a) and are extensive in front of such units elsewhere (Figure 5b). They appear to thin, becom-
ing less distinct, with distance farther from the lobed fronts. From this spatial association, the veils appear
genetically related to the levee-forming granular debris flows. We interpret the veils as due to draining of
fines through the adjacent coarse levees that impound such material. This phenomenon is apparent at
other crater sites of similar flow unit terminations, and we defer a fuller account of it to the discussion
(section 5).

Beyond the youngest flow deposits at the slope base there are adverse topographic barriers locally sur-
mounted by elongate coarse-leveed fingers of earlier formed debris flow deposits (Figure 5b). Evidently,
these earlier flows were relatively mobile, with greatest runout, and, although impeded and thus caused to
deflect and deposit in part at the barriers, some flowing material continued over them to form narrow

Figure 5. Debris flow deposit terminations. (a) Lobate coarse-leveed terminations at the slope base “impound” finer depos-
its (pale) and show a multiple-event succession, with successive flows showing shorter runout. Dark material lacking clear
margins here is spread and separates the two main lobed deposits. “Nearer” along the slope (see Figure 4c) this darker
material has weak/small levees and lobate terminations, which suggest that it contains and segregated some relatively
coarser sediment. Diffuse veils (arrows) of relatively fine debris widely trace around steep leveed margins. (b) Early debris
flow(s) evidently were deflected and caused to deposit at a low topographic barrier (position approximately marked by
asterisk line and shown in Figures 1c and 1d), beyondwhich relatively narrow coarse-leveed fingers, labeled 1, continued to
form for hundreds of meters. Pale finer debris, labeled 2, indicates that succeeding flow(s) were channeled between earlier
levees but mostly unable to surmount the barrier. Midgray boulder-rich deposits, labeled 3, lap onto 2 and are overlain by
pale fringing veil deposits that surround the lobate margins of 4 (see Figure 5a). Similar pale deposits occur widely in front
of the lobate units to the southeast (lower right). These, in turn, are overlain by coarser deposits with poorly defined
margins, 5, while coarse-leveed lobate terminations with impounded fines, labeled 6, appear to be the youngest debris flow
deposits here. Also shown is the trail of a boulder, with long axis diameter 20–25 m, which evidently bounced somewhat
before stopping. Other large debris fall runout boulders, of several meters scale, locally overtopped the barriers to rest on
the far side. LROC-NAC image M173165404RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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fingers extending several hundreds of meters on slopes of ~27° to 22°. Successive debris flows apparently
were less mobile, with lesser runouts. Boulder-rich deposits with poorly defined margins (labeled 3 and 5 in
Figure 5b) record relatively widespread flow, apparently less confined by formation of levees. Conceivably,
the early debris flow runout was greater because the original avalanche volumes were relatively large and
the flows were, thus, more sustained, and/or the flows on the slopes above were more strongly
channelized, with sustained flow from a narrow, efficient “conduit” that restricted spreading. It is not likely
that the earlier (but long-degraded) crater wall slope was any steeper. However, it is possible that the
more mobile debris flows, including the boulder-rich spreading varieties, originated from collapse of
mixed (polydisperse) material from the cliff source(s) high above, whereas the later, strongly leveed flows
resulted (as inferred above) from slope failures and flows of fines that remobilized coarse debris from
lower ledges. These latter debris flows, resulting from repose slope failures, may thus have had less
potential energy than collapses among the high cliffs.
3.2.3. Slumps and Creeps
A degraded slump is preserved at the base of slope in the southeast of the study area (Figure 6a). It has classic
horseshoe shape, ~200 m wide across slope and >300 m long, with headwall extensional detachments, toe
compressional ridges, and lateral detachments. It bears the scars of many small impacts and trails of over-
passing debris falls, and its downslope termination appears to be partly buried by an undeformed graded
talus apron. From these features, the slump is presumed to have formed relatively early in the Kepler
slope development.

Slopes dominantly of debris with pale albedo and showing abundant impact craters at tens of meters scale, as
well as boulder bounce-roll trails, widely show creep features (Figure 6b). These are transverse-to-slope, dis-
continuous and slightly undulose, low-amplitude corrugations with spacing typically at 5–20 m. They resem-
ble terrestrial solifluction creep features that typically result from freeze-thaw but here relate to impacts and
ground shaking [see also Xiao et al., 2013]. Crater-forming disturbances show only limited downslope move-
ment of displaced material, of tens of meters with the deposit tapering downslope, indicating that the creep
affected a general slope less than the local angle of repose. Here the slope is measured at ~32°, whereas it is
steeper, ≤34.5°, where boulder-poor debris was readily mobilized to form flows that crossed talus-strewn
ledges. Ridges at the lower ends of extensive corrugated slopes may reflect slope foot creep-related folding,
akin to slump toe deformation but lacking discrete headwall and lateral dislocations (Figure 6a).
3.2.4. Boulder Trails
Kepler crater midwall slopes and base-of-slope areas are patterned by numerous bounce and roll traces of
large boulders (tens of meters in diameter), especially plain to see in pale-colored boulder-poor material.

Figure 6. (a) Small degraded slump, showing concentric headwall extensional detachments (H), low-end (toe) sinuous
compressional ridges (T), and linear lateral detachments (L). The slump surface is scored with abundant impact marks
and debris fall boulder trails, and the toe is partly buried by a graded talus apron (A). A ridge that follows the slope base to
the northwest of the slump may relate to general creep above. (b) Creep patterned slope at ~32°. Irregular low-amplitude
(indistinct) corrugations are transverse to the slope, parallel to the drawn triple sets of lines. The slope is crossed by several
boulder bounce trails, the more prominent of which (arrowed) are oblique to slope (left) and downslope (right). LROC-NAC
images M133078533LE and M1129731152LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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The boulders commonly originate high on the crater wall, and some traces trend significantly oblique to
the slope (e.g., Figures 3d and 6b). The oblique trails could have formed from material dislodged by an
impact on the upper wall or could have been injected as distal ballistic ejecta from large cratering
events in the vicinity of Kepler; in either case the culprit boulders do not simply represent material
directly upslope above their resting place. The longest bounce-then-roll boulder trail in the study area
is ~2.1 km, extending across low slopes and originating at an initial impact site near the base of the
main crater wall (trail labeled 2 in Figure 3d). Given its low starting point, its momentum may not have
been derived from height (potential energy) on Kepler wall.

3.3. Gambart B Debris Flow Deposits

Debris flow deposits are prominent on the north side of Gambart B impact crater (latitude 2.15°N, longitude
11.35°W), which was formed during the Eratosthenian period (3.2–1.1 Ga) [Hawke et al., 1991] in basalts of
Mare Insularum. The crater has a simple bowl morphology, ~11 km in diameter and up to ~2.4 km deep.
The deposits have limited lateral extent (Figure 7), extending from a cluster of prominent cliffs below the
rim for ~2.9 km down a gently shallowing slope, from ~34° near the top (locally 38°) through 32° to 29° on
middle to lower slopes and ~27° at the distal end. Abundant boulders >1.5 m register emplacement
since 300 Ma.

Figure 7. Gambart B debris flow deposits. (a) Full 2.9 km runout from source cliffs to distal termination showing locations of
Figures 7b to 7e. (b) Source rock exposures (pale) above proximal slope at ~33.5° with scattered boulders and numerous
diffuse streaks recording both erosion and limited deposition by mainly overpassing flows. (c) Upper medial reach at
~32° with scattered boulders and numerous slightly irregular and locally crossing boulder-free channels (darker traces).
(d) Lower medial reach at 29° with pronounced marginal and internal coarse levees bounding distinct channels containing
finer debris with some isolated boulders. (e) Distal deposits at 27° comprising stacked flow units with boulder-rich lobe
and finger margins and upslope partly drained axial channel (see Figure 8). LROC-NAC image M135263529RE courtesy of
NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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The deposits record numerous flow paths. Abundant slightly irregular and locally crossing, weakly defined
channels merge downslope to form fewer and straighter channels that have relatively pronounced coarse
levees and intervening finer debris that locally surrounds some boulders that are relics of former levees or
deposited original bed load. In the lowermost ~0.7 km (Figures 7d–7e) deposits are more substantial along
the margins of a main channel way, and in the final ~0.3 km, where the slope is ~27°, a strong tendency to
deposit is evident where the front advanced in spreading mass surges, with succeeding surges breaking
through and reaching farther (Figure 8). An elongate finger records the maximum runout, with a final and
lesser surge forming a relatively short overlapping finger with a partly drained channel behind.

The multiple flow paths in medial and upper reaches beneath a moderately broad source terrain indicate
multiple flows. It seems impossible, however, to tell whether these were formed from a wide andmore or less
simultaneous collapse at source that constituted a single highly unsteady event or whether there were
numerous smaller individual collapses spread through time or both extensive and limited collapses.
Whatever the case, the flows and/or flow surges were increasingly channelized toward lower slopes where
they sequentially formed overlapping lobes and fingers. While the successive flows and/or surges are likely
to have reworked previous deposits, there is no evidence here that preexisting slope deposits at repose were
remobilized, as seen at Kepler (Figure 5b).

3.4. Bessel Debris Flow Deposits

A succession of various mass wastage deposits occurs in the southeast sector of Bessel crater (Figure 9), in
Mare Serenitatis (latitude 21.8°N, longitude 17.9°E). The crater is isolated, circular to slightly polyhedral in
morphology, and ~16 km in diameter with a maximum depth of ~1.8 km. It formed during the Copernican
period (<1.1 Ga) [Campbell et al., 1992] in basalt lavas of 3.5 Ga age [Hiesinger et al., 2000; Hiesinger and
Head, 2006]. The crater has a superimposed bright impact ejecta ray, the origin of which is debated to be

Figure 8. Termination of the Gambart B flow deposits. (a) Base image. (b) Interpretations of deposit units and subunits.
Superposition of flow units 1 to 3 is clear, with 2 having slightly longer runout than 1, and 3 the least runout. Units 1
and 3 apparently formed with pulsed advance recorded by successive breakthrough of rounded (lobes and small fingers)
margins, 1.1–1.3 and 3.1–3.2. Subunit 3.2 shows a terminal mound with upslope partly drained channel within 3.1. Such a
tentative scheme is difficult to apply in places, so subunits remain uncertain in detailed correlation. LROC-NAC image
M135263529RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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Menelaus or Tycho to the SW [Campbell et al.,
1992]. Abundant boulders >1.5 m imply deposit
emplacement since 300 Ma.

Crater wall cliff exposures of basalt lava are widely
continuous just beneath the crater rim. The in situ
lava flow units are strongly fractured (Figure 10a),
with alcoves and gullies within and at the foot of
which are apices of talus cones and aprons, see-
mingly mostly of relatively fine debris (labeled 4 in
Figure 10a) with coarser material below (labeled 3
and 2 in Figure 10a). The darker exposures labeled
3 in Figure 10a are inferred to be where erosion
due to passing debris and/or retrogressive slope
failure has uncovered coarser material. The pale
deposits labeled 2 in Figure 10a locally grade lat-
erally into coarse talus, and these variable depos-
its extend downward onto, and partly obscure,
coarse-boulder-bearing deposits that in places
extend farther as distinctive lobes and fingers
(labeled 1 in Figure 10a). Similar relations occur
with pronounced fingering deposits farther north-
east (Figures 10b and 10c), where the long fingers
proximally are partly buried by finer material.
Thus, these lobes and fingers are considered to
be relatively early debris flow deposits, with their
proximal reaches buried by later development of
fans and aprons dominantly created by debris fall.

The distinctive long, boulder-rich fingers in places
extend up to ~2 km downslope from the foot of
the basalt escarpment, in middle reaches at 32.5°
to terminations at 31.5°. In marked contrast to

Gambart B deposits (Figures 7 and 8), each finger is longitudinally quite uniform, lacks a drained channel,
and appears similar in width and height to the others. Close proximity and parallelism with neighboring fin-
gers, with local contact, is characteristic. Strikingly similar multiple fingers are also produced in laboratory
experiments [Woodhouse et al., 2012] when a single polydisperse granular mixture is released from a
linear-source hopper and segregates during flow down a near-repose-angled slope (Figure S5). The fingers
initiate as fairly regularly spaced flow front instabilities that form lobes and then, if the mixture contains a suf-
ficient concentration of coarse particles, fingers grow from these. The finger pattern at Bessel is, thus, inter-
preted as recording simultaneous debris flow finger advance from large-volume collapses involving
abundant coarse material from long sections of the basalt cliffs. One or more large-energy triggering event
is implied. The succeeding fans and aprons formed gradually, mainly by debris fall, after the main event(s).
The Bessel flow-deposit volume of ~15.2 × 106 m3 (Table 2) relates to the prominently fingered unit labeled
b and c in Figures 9 and 10 and is by far the most substantial deposit studied, irrespective of uncertainties in
volume estimations (section 2.3).

3.5. Censorinus Crater Debris Flow Deposits

“Large-event” deposits (Figure 11) are striking in Censorinus crater at the edge of Mare Tranquillitatis (latitude
0.47°S, longitude 32.73°E). The crater is 3.8 km in diameter, ~1.1 km deep, and apparently young, with a night-
time temperature anomaly indicating abundant basalt boulders [Moore et al., 1980]. Avalanches originate at
and close to the sharp crater rim, and runout reaches ~2.1 km. The main crater slopes, at 32.5° to 32°, display
myriad tracks that reflect both erosion and some deposition, i.e., mainly overpassing of debris (Figure 11a).
These lead to the slope base where there is a relatively abrupt slope change beyond which are two distinct
sets of short-fingered lobe deposit accumulations at ~25°. The deposits have the form of cat’s paws, the later

Figure 9. Bessel crater showing a portion of LRO Mini-RF
instrument radar image (~30 m/pixel spatial resolution,
image name LSR_CDR_LV00). Labels locate panels shown as
close ups in LROC-NAC images in Figure 10. Image courtesy of
NASA/GSFC/JHAPL.
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Figure 10. Bessel crater wall debris flow deposits. (a) Inverted image (south is up) of southern crater wall basalt cliffs
and successively younger, superimposed deposits that build a depositional wedge sloped at ~32° against the wall. Early
debris flow deposits (1) are coarse-grained fingers partially draped and obscured by a variable apron (2 and 3) of merged
debris fall cones with finer-grained apices (4) within and below rock alcoves. (b) Coarse-grained debris flow deposit
fingers extending at ~31.5° from the southeast wall foot (out of sight but similar to the wall in Figure 10a). The fingers are
partially mantled by boulder-poor deposits that increasingly cover the finger tops toward the cliff but otherwise appear
to have infiltrated into the coarser marginal deposits beneath. The coarse-grained fingers appear fairly uniform in grain
size composition, width, and thickness along the slope beneath the cliff, and they show little or no channel draining.
(c) Enlargement of Figure 10b. LROC-NAC image M135073175RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.

Figure 11. Censorinus crater debris flow deposits. (a) Rim-to-floor extent of flow deposits on the east side of the crater.
Black arrows indicate two of the main upper traces of erosion and diffuse deposits leading down to lobate deposits
with “cat’s paw” morphology at the slope base. These traces slope from 34° near the top to a consistent 32.5° to 32° for
1.5 km before the terminal accumulation with an abrupt slope change to ~25°. The lateral limits of the deposits are
mostly not sharply defined, and the thickest deposits are at the slope base (box). (b) Detail of the base of slope (box in
Figure 11a) showing an earlier and a later (overlying) set of cat’s paw lobes, lacking any features of draining and recording
two large (main) debris flow events. A fringe of pale deposits (labeled f) extends for tens of meters beyond the coarse
front of the lower set of debris flow deposits. LROC-NAC image M139694087RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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emplaced (upper) set not extending as far as its
predecessor (Figure 11b). Each set is taken to
record simultaneous avalanching of substantial
amounts of debris from an elongate segment
of the crater rim, in a single large event. The
upper surfaces of the fingered-lobe deposits
are extensively overlain by boulder-poor
deposits, and the entire slope above is
streaked with boulder-poor material.
Conceivably, the finer debris lagged behind
the boulder-rich catastrophic avalanches and
were derived from them, but it also seems
likely that the slope could have shed material
frequently in response to any shaking.

The cat’s paw lobe-and-cleft deposits are closely
akin to the early, partly buried deposits
described from Bessel crater (Figure 10). The
form is characteristic of simultaneous and sus-
tained advance on a broad front (Figure S5), so
that extensive and voluminous collapses from
a broad source are inferred. In contrast, piece-
meal small collapses would tend to produce
irregular overlapping piles of small-volume

deposits, as at the base of the main slope at Kepler crater (see Figure 5b). From the estimations of deposit
volume (4–5 × 106 m3; Table 2), we infer that the Censorinus collapses involved roughly 2.5–3 × 106 m3 of
dense rock simultaneously from extensive linear sources.

The Censorinus debris flow deposits show a pale fringing veil in front of the lower set of coarse lobate depos-
its (labeled f in Figure 11b). As for the similar veils at Kepler (Figure 5), this is interpreted as probably due to
the draining of relatively fine sediment through the adjacent coarse-grained flow unit margins, although in
this case such material may have flowed over the lobes and infiltrated the coarse-grained margins, which
remain clearly visible. This is discussed further in section 5.

3.6. Riccioli CA Debris Flow Deposits

Numerous flow deposits are evident on the southeast wall of Riccioli CA crater (latitude 0.58°N, longitude
73.01°W; Figure 12). The crater is simple, 14.2 km in diameter, up to ~3 km deep and is Copernican aged
(<1.1 Ga). It is situated on the northeastern distal ejecta blanket of the Orientale basin, on the edge of
the Procellarum KREEP Terrane, but is considered “highlands” as it is in the outer Feldspathic Highlands
Terrane [Jolliff et al., 2000]. The boulder-rich nature of the flow deposits supports a flow age of
<300 Ma. The slope deposits range down from ~34.5° to ~27°, from clusters of rock exposures below
the crater rim through successive zones of numerous erosional and depositional streaks to series of
coarse-leveed channels and a most distal mounded lobe, partially surmounted by fines. Evidently, some
flows bulked up temporarily, where they swept through boulder fields and deposited the material in
levees lower down.

3.7. Virtanen F Crater Debris Flow Deposits

Debris flow deposits unlike any yet described occur in the northeast sector of Virtanen F crater (latitude
15.76°N, longitude 177.31°E), within the far side lunar highlands megaregolith (Figure 13). The crater is simple
and circular, ~11.8 km in diameter and with a maximum depth of ~3.5 km; the western part is dominated by
impact melt seemingly originating from Virtanen crater, while the eastern half is where the subject deposits
lie. The formation age is unknown, but presence of boulders >1.5 m in the substrate of the studied deposits
suggests their age is <300 Ma; elsewhere creep-textured regolith is widespread.

From source to termination the maximum runout here is ~4.5 km, down a slope somewhat lumpy irregu-
lar in upper reaches to relatively smooth below and evenly graded down from 34.5° to 27.5°. On the

Figure 12. Riccioli CA crater multiple debris flow deposits origi-
nating from small cliffs formed of feldspathic basin ejecta and
emplaced on highlands surficial regolith. Themaximum runout is
~1.75 km down a slope smoothly graded from ~34.5° to ~27°.
Irregular pale patches are boulder-strewn zones that in many
places have been swept by debris flows with the coarse debris
transported farther and redeposited in levees, especially on the
lower slopes. LROC-NAC image M112074670RE courtesy of
NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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slightly lesser midslopes downward the constituent deposits of this feature tend to diverge and then run
subparallel. In many instances of apparent bifurcation it is not clear whether a single flow split into two or
whether a following flow escaped from a predecessor path. In any case, lower reaches record several tens
of remarkable, persistently narrow, ribbon-like fingers commonly only ~3–5 m wide. Unlike deposits
previously described, e.g., Kepler (Figure 4c) and Gambart B (Figure 7), there are no obvious marginal
levees bounding distinct channels and no pulsed and/or bulbous flow unit terminations. Rather, the
terminations, which are on a slope of ~27.5°, are abruptly rounded or tapered. It appears (Figure 14a)
that preexisting large boulders are embedded in slight, narrow, elliptical topographic rises in the host
slope and that these rises (not the boulders) have deflected flows, causing deposit divergence
upstream of the boulders and return convergence downstream. Smaller boulders show in some flow
paths indicating that the deposits are thin.

The sources of the flows appear to be in alcoves that have scalloped headwalls (Figure 14b). These cut creep-
textured regolith as well as bench-featured rock and they record retrogressive (upward propagating) failures
that are unlikely to have released debris all at once. Rather, it seems that the mass wastage here was incre-
mental through time, consistent with the many tens of deposit fingers below. The duration and trigger(s)
of the mass wasting are unknown, but whether nearly continuous and highly unsteady, or discontinuous

Figure 13. Virtanen F crater debris flow deposits with overall runout of ~4.5 km. The deposits are distinct for their darker color than the underlying substrate and
manifestly multiple nature in lower reaches, where there are several tens of remarkably continuous narrow fingers. (a) Entire runout from just beneath
the source(s) (see Figure 14b), showing locations of Figures 13b–13e. (b) Deposit trails are locally confluent according to topographic constriction, here traversing creep-
textured regolith at ~33.5° above and below a narrow “ledge.” (c) Flow paths diverge on slightly lesser slopes (~32°), locally originating from streaked pale slopes
presumed to be dominantly sites of material overpassing. (d) Tens of narrow, ribbon-like fingers become distinct where the slope, at ~29.5 to 28.5°, is less irregular.
The ribbon-like flow units are mostly subparallel, although in places apparently convergent and also divergent. (e) Flow unit terminations at ~27.5° are abruptly
rounded or tapered and appear in bundles, in one instance (above prominent boulder) cutting across previous deposits; there are no (distinct) levees or terminal
mounded accumulations. LROC-NAC image M169398317LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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with myriad individual releases, the deposits are best interpreted as of small-volume flows released onto a
mature repose slope.

The considerable runout of the flows, with such uniform narrowness, lack of distinct levee-channel architec-
ture, and ribbon-like parallelismwith marked sensitivity to substrate slope, is strongly reminiscent of the trails
of laboratory experimental erosion-deposition waves that can move steadily down erodible slopes (see
Figure S3) [Edwards and Gray, 2015; Edwards et al., 2017]. These originate in limited-mass releases that rework
the slope, eroding beneath the front of the wave, mixing some wave and substrate material, and progres-
sively depositing material as the tail of the wave passes, leaving a form with a shallow eroded channel and
slight levees. From the similarities (discussed further in section 5), we suggest that these striking ribbon-like
deposits may be the first known occurrence in nature of the erosion-deposition waves found in the small-
scale laboratory experiments. In this scenario, the pronounced dark albedo of the lunar deposits possibly
reflects the trail of erosion and mixing of surficial with underlying debris.

3.8. Tralles A Debris Flow Deposits

Debris flow traces and deposits extend ~6 km from rim to floor on the north slope of Tralles A crater, in the
highlands north of Mare Crisium (latitude 27.44°N, longitude 73.01°W; Figure 15). The crater age is unknown,
although it formed in Imbrian age highlands impact deposits. It is ~18 km in diameter, with a maximum
depth of ~3.2 km. Although the wall is extensively degraded, the prominent and stratigraphically upper deb-
ris flow deposits have abundant boulders and these also are concentrated in zones where they accumulated
from debris fall, so these parts appear younger than 300 Ma. The main slope is remarkably uniform at 32° and
runs out onto regolith with darker albedo, sloping from 31° smoothly to ~19°, where the distal
deposits terminate.

The degraded crater wall generally slopes with remarkable uniformity for ~4.5 km at 32° and records passage
of countless debris flows. The 32° slope must be close to or at the angle of repose of the mass wastage debris,
because significant numbers of flows formed very long trails with the main deposit accumulations forming at
the slope base. However, the midslope region has myriad short and narrow trails, many of which have no
obvious source. These are closely similar to the multiplicity of ribbon-like trails described from Virtanen F cra-
ter (Figures 13 and 14) and are here also attributed to erosion-deposition waves resulting from small-volume
releases. In this case, however, there is evidence that they can incorporate, transport, and segregate coarse
debris, ultimately forming lateral levees. Importantly, these did not form coarse-rich flow terminations, which
tends to confirm their formation fromwaves. Waves can segregate material to the sides, but, lacking any long
channelized flow with an upper concentration of coarse material, they do not form any bulbous coarse front.

Figure 14. Virtanen F crater ribbon deposits and source(s). (a) Image of middle lower slopes at ~29° displaying numerous
elongate, mainly parallel-sided, ribbon-like flow deposits, commonly only ~3–4 m wide. Large preexisting boulders are
embedded in slight topographic rises such that flow paths diverge in deflections upstream of the boulder and converge
downstream. (b) Source cliffs showing numerous headwall scarps, some (only) indicated with arrows, with intervening
gullies. Uppermost slopes are creep-ribbed regolith, whereas discontinuous benches beneath appear to be bedrock. Scarp
edges are scalloped and characteristic of piecemeal retrogressive failure likely to have given rise to numerous small-volume
collapses. LROC-NAC images M169398317RE and M167043682RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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In section 5 we discuss further the discrimination of wave-formed debris flow deposits from those of the
more sustained-flow types.

4. Gravitational and Scale Invariance of Avalanche Fingering

The fingered deposits shown in Figures 10 and 11 are remarkably similar to those in the small-scale
laboratory experiments [Woodhouse et al., 2012] shown in Figure S5, as well large-scale terrestrial deposits
from pyroclastic flows [Kokelaar et al., 2014]. One may therefore conjecture that the physical processes
that give rise to fingering are both gravitationally and scale invariant. To see how this may arise, we con-
sider conditions under which gravity and spatial lengths may scale out of the governing equations [Baker
et al., 2016b].

Considerable progress has been made in modeling particle segregation in shallow granular avalanches [Gray
and Thornton, 2005; Gray and Chugunov, 2006; Gray and Ancey, 2011, 2015] and especially the preferential
transport of large particles toward flow fronts and their accumulation there [Gray and Ancey, 2009; Gray
and Kokelaar, 2010; Johnson et al., 2012]. These coarse-grained margins are highly resistive and feed back
on the bulk flow causing a uniform front to break down into a series of fingers [Pouliquen et al., 1997;
Pouliquen and Vallance, 1999; Woodhouse et al., 2012]. Baker et al. [2016b] have developed a well-posed sys-
tem of equations to model this process in terrestrial systems. The depth-averaged equations that describe
these shallow granular flows are derived in a coordinate system that is aligned with the local slope angle
θ, and the (x, y) axes point down and across the slope, respectively. The avalanche is integrated through
the normal direction to the slope z, and it is assumed to have a bidisperse particle size distribution (i.e., large
and small grains).

Figure 15. Tralles A crater wall. (a) Entire rim-to-floor extent of debris streaks and more substantial deposits at the
slope foot. The crater rim source of many flows shows variably degraded impact craters. Upper slopes, generally at
32°, show extensive degradation with patchy dark-pale albedo showing variable and uneven substrate associated with
slight deflection of superimposed trails formed by mainly overpassing debris. (b) Midslopes, also at 32°, show many
tens of flow trails, many of which are continuous and have coarse-grained levees, whereas others seemingly start and
end with length on the order of hundreds of meters and widths as little as ~4–5 m. Slight deflections of the trails
reflect slight topographic unevenness. Transverse zones strewn with boulders are evident. (c) Lower slope at 31° shows
that flows entrain and redeposit coarse-boulder accumulations. The dark ribbon-like deposit trails at the site near label
1 lack coarse levees. Lower down these trails evidently cross boulder-strewn zones, where they themselves lack the
boulders, while farther down the boulders form distinct levees near the site labeled 2. Evidently, the boulder-poor flows
mobilized the coarse material and then segregated it to form lateral levees. LROC-NAC images M111286669RE and
M1123292388RE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
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The model consists of three partial differential equations for the avalanche thickness h, the depth-averaged
small particle concentration φ∈ [0, 1], and the depth-averaged velocity u

∂h
∂t

þ div huð Þ ¼ 0;

∂
∂t

hφð Þ þ div huφð Þ � div 1� αð Þhuφ 1� φð Þð Þ ¼ 0;

∂
∂t

huð Þ þ div hu⊗uð Þ þ grad
1
2
gh2 cos θ

� �
¼ gh S cos θ þ div νh3=2D

� �
;

where t is time, div and grad are the two-dimensional divergence and gradient operators, ⊗ is the two-
dimensional dyadic product, g is the gravitational acceleration, and D ¼ gradu þ graduð ÞT

� �
=2 is the

two-dimensional depth-averaged strain rate tensor.

The first of these equations is the depth-averaged mass balance equation and implicitly assumes that the
avalanche is incompressible. The second equation is the large particle transport equation and describes
the process in which large particles segregate to the surface of the avalanche, where the velocity is great-
est, and are preferentially transported to the flow front [Gray and Kokelaar, 2010]. This equation assumes
that the segregation is sufficiently strong that large grains always lie on top of the fines and that there is
a linear velocity profile through the avalanche depth, i.e., u=u ¼ αþ 2 1� αð Þz=h, where the parameter
α ∈ [0, 1] allows it to switch from plug flow (α=1) to simple shear (α=0). The depth-averaged concentra-
tion of large particles is 1� φ:

The third equation is the depth-averaged down and cross-slope momentum balance equation. The left-hand
side consists of the time rate of change of momentum, momentum transport, and the depth-averaged pres-
sure gradient. The first term on the right-hand side is the depth-averaged source term

S ¼ i tan θ � μ Fr; φ; h=LL; h=LS
� � u

uj j � grad b;

which consists of a component of gravity pulling the avalanche down the slope in the i direction, a frictional
resistance term μ, which assumes a rough bed friction law [Pouliquen, 1999; Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002;
Woodhouse et al., 2012] that is dependent on the Froude number

Fr ¼ uj jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh cos θ

p ;

the depth-averaged small particle concentrationφ, as well as the ratios h/LL and h/LS, whereLL andL
S are

length scales for the frictional transition for the large and small particles, respectively [Pouliquen and Forterre,
2002]. These length scales are a property of the particle shape, size, and surface, as well as of the bed that it
flows over. The source term also includes the effect of shallow changes in topography through gradients in
the height z= b(x, y); see Gray et al. [1999] and Viroulet et al. [2017].

The final term on the right-hand side of themomentum balance equation is a viscous-like term that is derived
by depth averaging the μ(I)-rheology for granular flows [Jop et al., 2006]. Gray and Edwards [2014] showed
that for a monodisperse flow the depth-averaged viscosity is equal to vch1/2/2, where the coefficient

νc ¼ 2
9
Lc ffiffiffi

g
p
β

sin θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos θ

p tan θc2 � tan θ
tan θ � tan θc1

� �
:

Pure phases of large and small particles will obey this law, and the constituent superscripts c= L , S are there-
fore used to indicate that a variable relates to large or small particles, respectively. In this equation the non-
dimensional parameter β is a proportionality factor in Pouliquen’s [1999] rough bed friction law, andθc2 andθ

c
1

are the upper and lower angles for the existence of steady uniform flows for constituent c. It is important to
note that some form of regularization is required if the slope inclination lies outside the range θc1 < θ ≤ θc2 to
prevent the viscosity becoming negative. The effective viscosity of a mixture of particles is a matter of current
research. However, in the first instance it is reasonable to assume that the coefficient ν in the mixture viscosity
v h1/2/2 is a depth-averaged volume fraction weighted average of the coefficients of the pure phases, i.e.,

ν ¼ φνS þ 1� φð ÞνL:
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To examine the effect of gravity and flow size, one can nondimensionalize the equations by the scalings

x; y; h;LL;LS; b
� � ¼ H ex;ey;eh;gLL ;gLS ;eb� �

; u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hg

p eu; D ¼
ffiffiffi
g
H

r fD;
ν; νL; νS
� � ¼ H

ffiffiffi
g

p eν; eνL ; eνS� �
t ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H=g

p et;
where H is a common length scale that may be related to the mean grain size or the typical avalanche thick-
ness, and the tilde indicates a nondimensional variable [Gray and Edwards, 2014]. Substituting these into the
three partial differential equations, it follows that they become

∂eh
∂et þgdiv eh eu� �

¼ 0;

∂
∂et ehφ� �

þgdiv eheuφ� �
�gdiv 1� αð Þeheuφ 1� φð Þ

� �
¼ 0;

∂
∂et eheu� �

þ gdiv eheu⊗eu� �
þ ggrad 1

2
eh2 cos θ� �

¼ ehS cos θ þgdiv eνeh3=2eD� �
;

wheregdiv and ggrad are the nondimensionalized two-dimensional divergence and gradient operators. These
equations are completely independent of the gravitational acceleration g and the spatial scale H, as are the
source term

S ¼ i tan θ � μ Fr;φ;eh=fLL ;eh=fLs
� � eueu			 			� ggradeb;

the Froude number Fr ¼ eu			 			= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffieh cos θp
, the coefficients

eνc ¼ 2
9

fLc

β
sin θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos θ

p tan θc2 � tan θ
tan θ � tan θc1

� �
; c ¼ L; S;

and their concentrated weighted average

eν ¼ φ eνS þ 1� φð ÞeνL :
Since gravity g completely scales out of the problem, in a reduced gravity environment, such as on the Moon,
the debris flow fingers will have exactly the same morphology as on Earth, although the flow velocity will be
reduced and the timescale to reach the final configuration will be correspondingly increased. This
reduction/enhancement factor is proportional to the square root of the gravitational acceleration.

The nondimensionalization also implies that H scales out of the problem as well. It follows that if every-
thing is scaled up proportionately, the fingering will be the same. This quite remarkable result explains
why there is such an amazing similarity between the small-scale laboratory experiments (Figure S5)
[Pouliquen et al., 1997; Felix and Thomas, 2004; Woodhouse et al., 2012] and the Moon deposits as depicted
in Figures 10 and 11. This result relies on the very special forms of Pouliquen and Forterre’s [2002] friction
law, the depth-averaged viscous terms from the μ(I)-rheology [Gray and Edwards, 2014; Baker et al., 2016c],
and the large particle transport equation [Gray and Kokelaar, 2010]. The big assumption in this argument is

that the frictional length scales LL and LS scale with the length scale H. Since H may be related to the
mean grain size in the avalanche, which is much larger on the Moon than it is in the small-scale experi-
ments, one may therefore anticipate much larger fingering length scales on the Moon. The apparent scale
invariance may also in part be a reflection of the fact that the substrate on the Moon is formed from an

erodible layer rather than a fixed bed in the laboratory experiments, which also implies thatLL andLS will

be larger on the Moon. If, on the other hand, LL and LS do not scale with H, then the whole argument
breaks down and both the effective basal friction μ and the effective viscosity v h1/2/2 do not scale up and
the morphology of the deposit will be different. In this case fingers might still form, but they will have dif-
ferent scaling properties.
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This gravitational and scale invariance also
applies to erosion-deposition waves
[Edwards and Gray, 2015; Edwards et al.,
2017], which use exactly the same form of
equations but are not reliant on mobility
feedback due to segregation. These invar-
iance results significantly extend those for
dry granular avalanches with constant
Coulomb basal friction [Savage and Hutter,
1989] and show that segregation induced
fingering and the erosion-deposition waves
may potentially explain many features on a
wide range of planetary bodies.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison With
Terrestrial Analogues

Morphologies of lunar mass wastage
deposits are, with some exceptions, mostly

similar to those seen on Earth in nature and in laboratory experiments, at both large and small scales; some
forms are reproducible in numerical simulations [e.g., Lube et al., 2007; Kokelaar et al., 2014; Baker et al., 2016a,
2016b]. The morphological similarities reflect the fact that there is no fundamental influence of the reduced
gravity on flow behavior (section 4), and the exceptions are thus most likely to relate to material differences.
Granular segregation is widely evident on the Moon and, as on Earth, predominantly longitudinal in debris
fall deposits and both longitudinal and lateral in debris flow deposits. LROC images do not permit discrimina-
tion of subboulder grain sizes, but material fragmentation within craters, both at the surface (due to space
“weathering”) and within avalanches, inevitably must produce sand-grade and finer sediment (≤2 mm).
Such fines will tend to segregate downward and lag behind coarser material in both debris falls and debris
flows [e.g., Kokelaar et al., 2014, Figure 5], so we infer that this is probably an abundant constituent of the dif-
fuse streaks on relatively steep slopes and in the pale surficial material impounded behind coarse levees
(Figures 4 and 5). Our further inference that the pale fringes in front of coarse-grained flow deposit termina-
tions (Figures 5 and 11) are mainly of fines that drained through the coarse deposits, however, warrants
further consideration. Strictly, the pale fringes have no natural terrestrial counterpart.

On Earth, dry avalanches tend to elutriate fines upward to form local suspension clouds by expulsion of
trapped air [Hsü, 1975; Köhler et al., 2016] and, thus, form fallout deposits, but there is no suspending medium
on the Moon and charging-related segregation seems unlikely at the scale of the fringes. Also, the possibility
that the enigmatic fringes could arise from collisions during flow, with essentially ballistic particle ejection
and fallout, seems unlikely according to their apparent thickness and the dense (only slightly dilated) nature
of the flow. On Earth, fines are commonly washed out by water draining from the coarse peripheries of wet
debris flow deposits [e.g., Kokelaar et al., 2014, Figure 2], but clearly this cannot be the case on the Moon.
However, hourglass-like gravitational draining of dry fines between coarse marginal fragments seems highly
likely where the fines were built high behind a steep front [Kim and Lowe, 2004]. The fringes seem best devel-
oped in front of steep lobate debris flow deposits that clearly have impounded fines and where a slope
allowed the sand to flow a little farther.

A special feature of the Moon is the existence of impact craters with inner slopes that are dominated by dry
granular materials and, from frictional freezing of debris flows, are widely close to their dynamic angle of
stable repose (Figure 16). The catastrophic mass wasting of crater walls that immediately followed their for-
mation is poorly known, because the earliest deposits are mostly buried beneath products of subsequent les-
ser mass-wasting events and nowwe only observe the uppermost products of those. Themain consequences
of the occurrence of avalanches on long-exposed slopes close to their dynamic angle of repose are that (1)
erodible fines are likely to be involved, (2) most midslope regions are characterized by material overpassing,
marked by some erosion and little deposition, and (3) granular erosion-deposition waves can propagate

Figure 16. Debris flow deposit profiles, extending from source(s), nor-
malized to same starting height, to distal termination. Suffixes (M) and
(H) indicate mare and highland substrates, respectively. Although
Virtanen F and Tralles A have exceptional runout, the highland crater
slope angles do not distinguish them from the mare examples. The
Censorinus profile shows the abrupt slope change to ~25° near the
deposit terminal accumulation.
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considerable distances. The Moon, unlike Earth, shows common occurrence of relatively small-volume
deposits that record long-distance runout of dry granular flows (Table 2), widespread occurrence of
remobilization of coarse debris due to their inundation with fines, and instances of peculiar ribbon-like
flow trails of kilometer lengths and few-meter widths.

5.2. Discrimination of Flow Deposit Types

This study finds three main types of debris flow deposit (Figure 17). Relative frequency of their occurrence in
general is unknown, because we have studied only a very few craters that have been imaged to high spatial
resolution and deposits that are well preserved (i.e., young and fresh).
5.2.1. Multiple Channel and Lobe Type
Multiple-channel and lobe debris flow deposits are typified by examples in Gambart B and Riccioli CA craters.
The type is themost common in our study, recordingmultiple small-volume flows that originate piecemeal in
clusters of small cliffs and form variably intersecting coarse-leveed channels that tend to drain on steeper

Figure 17. Flow deposit types. Multiple channel and lobe type is exemplified by (a) Riccioli CA (see section 3.6) and (b) Gambart B (see section 3.3), single-surge poly-
lobate type is exemplified by (c) Censorinus (see section 3.5) and (d) Bessel (see section 3.4), and multiple-ribbon type is exemplified by (e and f) Virtanen F (see
section 3.7).
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slopes and terminate at mounded accumulations of coarse debris that impounds finer debris. Closely similar
channel-levee morphology with channel draining and lobate coarse deposit terminations is readily produced
in experiments in which the unmixing (segregation) of polydisperse granular mixtures is remarkably rapid
[e.g., Kokelaar et al., 2014] (Figures S1 and S2). Irregular-shaped fingers and overlapping terminations are typi-
cal, widely with evidence that following flows used preexisting channels and broke through the terminations
of predecessor deposits. Gambart B and Riccioli CA craters are, respectively, in mare and highland settings,
and we find no obvious difference related to setting for this type, either in slope angle (Table 2 and
Figure 16) or deposit architecture, but our sample set is insufficient for a robust conclusion. Kepler crater
has several examples of this type (e.g., the “early flow deposits” of Figure 5b), although the source regions
and full runouts there are unknown. Multiple channel and lobe (MCL)-type deposits are closely similar in form
to deposits of debris flows on Earth, which typically involve interstitial water and, seemingly in contrast to the
dry Moon, can display considerable low-slope runout [e.g., Legros, 2002]. We consider avalanche runout in
section 5.4.

5.2.2. Single-Surge Polylobate Type
This type is typified by examples in Bessel and Censorinus craters. Characteristic features are the parallelism
and close granular and form similarities of numerous undrained lobes or fingers that reflect growth from the
regular periodic frontal instability of a single advancing polydisperse mass (Figure S5). In contrast to the other
types, these debris flow deposits appear to record relatively large-volume mass wasting that involves simul-
taneous collapse of extensive source regions. The characteristic features are most unlikely to form from
numerous, piecemeal, smaller collapses. The single-surge polylobate (SSP)-type deposit volumes relative to
the other types (Table 2) confirm the involvement of relatively large avalanches. Where this type forms with
a limited frontal width, the lobes and fingers tend to splay and form cat’s paw-like morphology on diminished
slopes. The Kepler site has relatively small examples similar to this type (Figure 5a), with low slopes having
cat’s paw forms traceable to drained channels farther upslope (Figure 4c). The Kepler coarse deposits mani-
festly impound finer sediment and are interpreted (section 3.2.2) as resulting from fine debris incursions over
coarse talus that became remobilized. Characteristic of this SSP type, the Kepler lobate forms seemingly reg-
ister singular advances of polydisperse, segregating flows.

5.2.3. Multiple-Ribbon Type
This type is typified by examples in Virtanen F and Tralles A craters. The characteristics are extreme length-to-
width ratios, commonly kilometers length and a few meters width, persistent ribbon-like parallelism of mar-
gins that generally lack obvious levees, absence of mounded coarse-grained terminations, and considerable
sensitivity to slope changes. Where the slope is slightly irregular the tracks curve and can become braided,
but otherwise extensive subparallelism is typical. The characteristics of these ribbon-like flow deposits are
strikingly similar to those of experimental granular waves (Figure S3), and they are here interpreted as regis-
tering passage of erosion-deposition waves [Edwards and Gray, 2015; Edwards et al., 2017] down erodible
slopes at or near the dynamic repose angle of the substrate material. Characteristic of the experimental flows
is their extreme sensitivity to slope changes, with successive waves normally unable to surmount previous
slight levees. This tallies with the ribbon-like deposits that separate and rejoin on the slope above and below
slight substrate elevations where there are large boulders (not due to the boulders themselves).

Multiple small collapses at source each apparently trigger granular waves that advance considerable dis-
tances by reworking with mixing of the slope deposits. Similar but shorter trails, commonly with no obvious
input source, occur on slopes near the major multiple units. Some flows that form multiple-ribbon (MR)-type
deposits evidently entrain and redistribute boulder-rich debris that they encounter in their path. The Tralles A
crater instances (Figure 15c) show that incorporated boulders are segregated to form lateral levees, but,
unlike the other deposit types, there are no coarse-grained mounded accumulations at the flow-deposit ter-
minations. This is consistent with reworking by waves, because waves do not involve elongate channelized
flow that segregates and streams coarse debris to accumulate at the flow front.

The common dark albedo of the flow tracks, which in many instances show no obvious topographic relief, is
attributed to erosion, mixing, and redeposition of slope substrate during passage of waves. We infer that the
pale substrate is mainly fine-grained regolith with underlying less degraded debris. Thus, the dark tracks may
be mixed and redeposited material that is somewhat coarser and less smooth and appears darker than adja-
cent surface materials. Steadily advancing and nonbulking erosion-deposition waves typically tend only to
leave slight levee-channel morphology, except where entrained coarse material is dumped to the sides.
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Thesemultiple-ribbon-type debris flow deposits and associated tracks that we interpret as due to the passage
of granular erosion-deposition waves are the first reported instances of their occurrence in nature on any pla-
netary body. The exceptional runout length of what must have been relatively small-volume flows, and their
restriction in our study to lunar highlands sites, begs some consideration andprobably further exploration too.
We are unaware of any closely similar natural flow-deposit type on Earth, and our laboratory experiments
using pure sand (Figure S3) barely reflect the kilometers of runout that has occurred on the Moon.

As there is no fundamental influence of the lunar reduced gravity on flow behavior (section 4), the special
presence on the Moon of MR-type flow deposits suggests special material conditions rather than any differ-
ent physics. The midslopes of the highland Virtanen F and Tralles A sites of the MR-type deposits appear simi-
lar to mare crater slopes, at ~32° (Table 2 and Figure 16), so it seems possible that the generally finer grain size
of highlands regolith, with median size 37.5 μm rather than 60 μm [McKay et al., 1974], together with the unu-
sual low density (<1 g/cm3) and hence loose packing, render the long highlands slopes particularly suited to
transmission of granular erosion-deposition waves that travel “through and along” the repose layer. The
other highland site we studied, Riccioli CA, has a slightly steeper midslope, at ~34°, but the avalanche there
appears to have contained abundant coarse debris. With such a limited data set, we can only speculate that
the MR-type flows are dominantly of relatively fine regolith interacting with fine regolith on slopes close to
repose and that they are not formed from flows dominantly of coarse grains.

Speculatively, erosion-deposition waves may be favored on the Moon (1) by the abundance of relatively fine
(i.e., boulder-free) material at repose angle, (2) by the relatively low gravity (0.16 g), which facilitates granular
dilation [Kleinhans et al., 2011], and (3) by the lack of interstitial fluid. A granular wave front has to dilate the
deposit it necessarily mobilizes (erodes) to flow, and this is likely to be “easier” in a vacuum, as the necessary
dilation does not have to work against any viscous drag of drawn-in ambient fluid.

It is impossible to discover even the approximate original granulometry of the lunar flows and their deposits,
although coarse-fine granular segregation evidently occurred in flows that produced deposit types MCL and
SSP, and the Tralles A MR-type deposits clearly show that some active unmixing occurred. Granular segrega-
tion that can feed back onto flow runout behavior will occur rapidly in polydisperse flows that may have only
a limited grain size range and involve a coarse component far too small to resolve by the LROC-NAC imaging.
Thus, we are unable to refine our crude classification of flow-deposit types, which are end-members between
which there are likely to be various transitional types. For example, some narrow fan-like deposit piles have
uppermost layers with irregular, somewhat lobate coarse terminations that have fines on top and lack
drained channels just behind them [see Kumar et al., 2013, Figure 3]. These may be broadly transitional
between MCL and SSP flow types, resulting from moderate-volume multiple flows constrained to flow
through gullies and thereafter rapidly spreading and depositing.

5.3. Effects of Rock Type and Grain Size

In our limited study of equatorial lunar regions, we found no clear influence of crater target rock type—mare
versus highlands—on the granular-slope angles. All of the studied slopes on which there are debris flow
deposits are composed of previously deposited granular material and are closely similar. Themidslope angles
reported in Table 2 and Figure 16 generally represent a zone where there has been significant overpassing of
debris, in some cases extending for several kilometers. Lower down there is commonly evidence of tendency
to deposit, and above there may be a steeper zone where alcoves and gullies have been eroded [Kumar et al.,
2013]. As is normal with deposit cones and aprons, the slopes tend to lessen gradually downward. All of the
studied slopes have aggraded through their extreme long-term evolution bymass wasting to have their main
midslope reaches between 31.5° and 34°, close to or slightly less than the critical static repose angle for dry
sand on Earth, which is ~34°. This small difference could merely be the difference between the dynamic and
static friction angles and/or due to abundance of fines 60 μm or finer and/or due to the reduced gravity.
Given the uncertainties regarding the lunar sediment makeup, we have no way of refining this and, strictly,
find no really significant difference to Earth. We expect that all lunar debris flows in ancient craters in nonpo-
lar regolith environments will have had a significant content of fine-grained regolith, involved at source
and/or erosionally incorporated in traversing the mature crater slopes. There is no evidence that reflects
any cohesive/adhesive effects of the fines. The apparent remobilization of coarse talus residing on ledges,
as a result of inundation there by boulder-free material, does suggest some friction reduction effect of rego-
lith fines in the flows in general.
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5.4. Avalanche Runout

Many avalanches on Earth extend surprisingly large distances on low and adverse slopes. This phenomenon
is not clearly apparent for the Moon, where extensive low-slope flow deposits are rare and their origin(s)
uncertain and conceivably impact surge related [Howard, 1973; Legros, 2002; Robinson and Jolliff, 2002].
Indeed, this paucity of low-slope flow deposits on theMoon has been taken to indicate that water (pore water
pressure) [Iverson, 1997] is a key factor in the extreme mobility of wet flows on Earth [Legros, 2002], while for
dry flows on Earth friction reduction by interstitial fluid, such as dusty gas [Hsü, 1975], and/or acoustic fluidi-
zation [Melosh, 1979; Johnson et al., 2016] has been invoked. Our findings of long runout of dry-debris flows
on the Moon simply relate to the very long granular slopes close to repose angles that occur there, unlike on
Earth. In our limited sample set of flow deposits, we find no low-slope runout and, thus, no evidence for
occurrence of any special mechanism(s) for reduction of granular friction. Our study reveals numerous
instances of dense frictional debris flows that stopped with deposition on near-repose-angled slopes
(Figure 4c), and in general most flow deposit terminations lie on slopes only a few degrees less than where
there was substantial material overpassing (Figure 16). If the extensive (21 km2), thin (<20 m) low-slope
“Bright Landslide Deposit” (also known as “light mantle”) of the Apollo 17 site does record a large-volume
low-slope avalanche from a nearby mountain, triggered by impacts [Howard, 1973; Hurwitz and Kring,
2016] or seismic shaking [Schmitt et al., 2017], then flow across, and incorporation of, highly erodible and por-
ous regolith [Mangeney et al., 2010] seems likely to be implicated.

6. Conclusions

Granular flow processes on the Moon are similar to those on Earth. Reduced gravity (0.16 g) serves to reduce
flow speed and hence increase its duration; any possible slight enhancement of flowmobility [Kleinhans et al.,
2011] is not detectable. Theoretical scale invariance can explain the remarkable similarity of deposits on the
Moon and Earth, including the small-scale laboratory experiments (Figures S1–S5). This is especially impor-
tant for our new inference of granular erosion-deposition waves in accounting for exceptional (up to kilo-
meters) runout related to small-volume initial slope failures. The considerable runout distances of dry lunar
debris flows in general simply reflect the great lengths of granular slopes close to repose angle on the
Moon. Highland terrain slopes with regolith close to repose angle may favor the occurrence on them of
the hypothesized erosion-deposition waves; otherwise we find no clear distinction between mass wasting
in either mare or highlands equatorial craters. We find that the modal dynamic angle of repose is between
~31.5° and 34°, slightly less than the ~36° reported byWagner et al. [2013] for small (<20 km) Copernican cra-
ters, which perhaps included slopes closer to flow sources than our “midslope” measures.

The main control of flow deposit type formed frommass wasting on the Moon relates to the amount of mass
released in a single event and to the material grain size distribution. Small, coarse-boulder-rich flows tend to
produce multiple channel and lobe (MCL-type) deposits that record unsteady flow advance. More substantial
collapses of similar material form more uniform deposits, with characteristic parallel fingers and lobes on a
self-similar spatial scale (SSP-type), reflecting flow advance and segregation of a single mixed-particle (poly-
disperse) mass with evolving frontal instability. Multiple-ribbon-like deposits that are outstandingly long for
the apparent amount of flowing material (MR-type) record flows primarily of boulder-free material on fine
erodible substrate at or close to repose. We propose that these flows can be triggered by limited-volume
mass wasting and then propagate as one or more granular waves, with the cycle of erosion-deposition con-
tinuously involving preexisting slope material such that the initial singular mass release acts to rework the
slope far beyond its own material extent. The deposit is mainly formed from reworked slope material and
its volume, thus, may have little direct relation to the initiating slope disturbance. Further studies are war-
ranted to learn more about the controls of occurrence of dry granular erosion-deposition waves and the
extent(s) to which they may mix substrate deposits and alter slope albedo.

We have described evidence fromwhich we infer three previously unrecognized dry-debris flow phenomena:
(1) remobilization of stable coarse talus by inundation with relatively fine debris deduced to contain a signif-
icant proportion of grains ≤2 mm; (2) draining-related development of veils of such fine debris around the
coarse-grained peripheries of some coarse-fine segregated flow deposits; and (3) occurrence of long-runout
erosion-deposition waves. None of these is fully understood, but granular experiments and our scaling argu-
ments do provide compelling support for our inferences. Our most important hypothesis concerns the
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occurrence of long-runout dry granular waves. The lunar multiple-ribbon-type deposits have highly distinc-
tive characteristics that should make them recognizable elsewhere where long repose-angled slopes of fine
dry debris have formed, such as on Mars. The lunar ribbon deposits bear some pattern resemblances to the
ephemeral, terminally fingering dark slope streaks on Mars [e.g., Sullivan et al., 2001], attributed mostly to
dust avalanches there. They too record gravity-driven flows susceptible to topographic deflection, but they
splay distally and fade with time, older ones becoming paler, and they would not sweep and redistribute
boulders they encountered.

7. Planetary Science Applications

Lunar avalanches only involve dry granular movement. Thus, this study benchmarks, in new detail, what flow
processes and flow-deposit morphologies occur in the absence of liquid and gas and without reworking due
to them. More widely, granular avalanches are a key comparative planetary process and their deposits on pla-
netary surfaces should be considered important targets for further study and future exploration to fully
understand their sedimentological evolution and activation trigger(s). The presence or absence of atmo-
spheres and their differing phases of surface volatiles may influence and yield contrasting mass-wasting pro-
cesses and deposits on other planetary bodies including Mars (i.e., “gullies” and recurring slope lineae)
[Treiman, 2003; Barnouin-Jha et al., 2005; Bart, 2007; McEwen et al., 2014; de Haas et al., 2015; Schmidt et al.,
2017], Mercury [Brunetti et al., 2015], asteroid 4 Vesta [Otto et al., 2013; Krohn et al., 2014; Williams et al.,
2014] and even comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenk [Pajola et al., 2017]. Additionally, the potential effect of
extreme diurnal or other temperature variations on granular movement warrants consideration [e.g.,
Molaro and Byrne, 2012; Molaro et al., 2017].

From a mission-planning perspective, mass wastage deposits are attractive exploration sites that enable the
study and/or collection of a wide “suite” of geological material sourced from a variety of distal source
region(s) now colocated within a localized geographic setting. These deposits could provide the only (albeit
indirect) sampling of outcrops located upslope on steep crater wall cliff settings [e.g., see Kickapoo Lunar
Research Team and Kramer, 2014], providing stratigraphic sampling of otherwise inaccessible terrains. Such
targeted sampling of debris flow deposits and boulders proved scientifically valuable during crewed geolo-
gical exploration of the Apollo 17 landing site (see section 5.4) [Hurwitz and Kring, 2016] and has been pro-
posed as a strategy that should be employed during future integrated human and robotic exploration of
the lunar surface [e.g., Potts et al., 2015; Steenstra et al., 2016]. Sampling of planetary debris flow deposits,
thus, provides opportunistic sampling sites that potentially could reduce the necessity for long-duration sur-
face mobility in mission-planning design and/or provide a rewarding geological sampling stop during a time-
pressured crewed extravehicular traverse. Further understanding of the geological context and form of gran-
ular avalanche deposits on the Moon and other planetary surfaces necessitates utilizing high-resolution orbi-
tal image data to maximize the science potential of such future mission-planning activities.
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